Abstract
Raman spectroscopy and the ExoMars mission 20
Raman spectroscopy is a technique for the analysis of all types of materials, minerals or biological 21 samples, given its non-invasive and non-destructive nature. This spectroscopic technique has remained, 22 however, unprecedented in planetary exploration, mainly due to technological limitations. However, 23 during the last fifteen years, technology has allowed the miniaturization of Raman spectrometers to a 24 point where they are being considered candidates for planetary missions. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] The RLS instrument [8] is a 25 532 nm spectrometer which forms part of the payload of the rover of ESA's ExoMars mission that will be 26 different Raman devices: SHERLOC, [9] a deep-UV Raman spectrometer, and SuperCam, a combined 28 remote Raman-LIBS-image spectrometer. [10] 
29
In the framework of the ExoMars mission, Raman spectroscopy is a key technique, as it will provide tools 30 for the analysis of samples from an exobiology perspective, which is the final aim of the ExoMars 31 mission. In this direction, lots of research has been carried out in order to study the capabilities of Raman 32 spectroscopy for the analysis of samples from an astrobiological point of view. Especially interesting is 33 the resonant effect of carbonaceous matter, which is thus easily detected with Raman spectroscopy, and 34 has been amply studied. [11, 12] Furthermore, the interest in carbonaceous matter is not only based on the 35 carbon-based composition of organic materials, but also supported by analysis in Martian meteorites. [13] 36 However, there is some controversy regarding the biotic -abiotic origin of carbon based-only on the 37
Raman spectra of the carbonaceous matter. Raman is considered necessary, but not sufficient to assess the 38 biotic origin of this matter. [14, 15] However, by complementing the Raman information with other analyses, 39 such as optical images and structural morphology studies of the carbonaceous matter can univocally 40 assess the biotic origin of carbonaceous matter. [16, 17] In addition to carbonaceous matter per se, Raman 41 spectroscopy has also been applied for the detection of biomarkers and organic materials. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] 
42
In this paper, we propose a methodology for the automated operation of a Raman spectrometer. Even if it 43 is centered on the RLS instrument onboard the ExoMars rover, the span of applicability of the automated 44 operation mode applied for this instrument is much wider than the exploration in the field of Earth and 45 planetary sciences. It potentially has many medical [26] [27] [28] and industrial applications: pharmaceutical, [29, 30] 46 cosmetic, [31, 32] alimentary, [32, 33] or the always increasing mining industry. [34, 35] . All these fields could 47 highly profit from an automated and self-regulated Raman acquisition. 48
Automation of a Raman spectrometer 49
Given the laboratory-based nature of Raman spectroscopy on one hand, and its necessary and complex 50 multi-parameter configuration, on the other, Raman spectroscopy has remained, to a great extent, as a 51 technique traditionally operated with the intervention of a human operator. However, it is not possible to 52 operate Raman spectrometers on planetary missions with such approach; the interaction with the 53 instrument would be slow and highly inefficient (assuming it was possible). In this context, it is necessary 54 to define means for the instrument to operate autonomously and adjust the acquisition parameters, i.e., 55 defining the operation mode of a Raman spectrometer. 56
So, the operation mode of a Raman spectrometer is understood as the series of operations and algorithms 57 that the instrument needs to perform autonomously for obtaining a Raman spectrum of the highest 58 system with an optical head attached to the Z axis, and a refillable container attached to the XY 90 positioners. The ExoMars rover Sample Preparation and Distribution System (SPDS) carrousel and 91 the focusing system in RLS are emulated with linear positioners (X and Z axis, respectively), assuming 92 that the carrousel radius is big enough to be approached by a straight line. Furthermore, another axis (Y 93 axis) was added to be able to address issues as collaborations with other instruments, in a collaborative 94 science mode configuration. 95
The system implements a 532 nm continuous wave laser with a Raman optical head with a spot size of 50 96
microns. An internal camera allows imaging of the sample through the same optical path as the Raman 97
probe. In addition, the Raman optical head is coupled to an external camera so that the sample can be 98 imaged using different fields of view. With this coupled device it is possible to locate the position of the 99 laser beam and to conduct analysis on specifically selected locations on the sample, such as making a 100 profile of the flattened surface. 101
102
The selection of the samples used for performing the experiments is of paramount importance, as the 103 selection can have an influence on the resulting parameterization of the automation algorithms. For our 104 work, we used a basic set of samples (minerals and rocks), most of them considered relevant to the Mars 105 exploration framework, and others selected for their spectral characteristics. This set includes alunite, 106 calcite, dolomite, gypsum, silicon, quartz, clay, vermiculite, jarosite, gossan (oxide and hydroxide mineral 107 of iron and manganese), hematite, basalt, chert and sand. In addition, other sets or samples were used to 108 characterize the fluorescence decay, which obviously needs to be carried out with fluorescent samples. 109
This characterization was based on spectral data from bulk and powder fluorite, fluorescent quartz and 110 talc, as well as from mixtures of calcite and talc, and a mixture of alunite, calcite, epidote, magnesite and 111 dolomite. All these samples have fluorescent responses when excited with the laser. In addition, several 112 fluorescent natural samples from Tenerife island (Spain), which is considered a Martian analog, [38, 39] were 113 used for the algorithm validation. 114
The general methodology used for the definition of all the algorithms presented in this work is the 115 following: study and characterization, algorithm definition, parameterization and validation/test. As 116 already explained, the basic operational flow will be based on reference spectra that will be used to 117 calculate and monitor key parameters by the instrument. Based on these parameters, the instrument will 118 optimize the final acquisition process. 119 21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60   F  o  r  P  e  e  r  R  e  v  i  e  w   3 Automated Raman acquisition   120 In order to automate a Raman spectrometer, it will be necessary to provide it with decision tools, based on 121 which the instrument will optimize the acquisition. In our approach, the chosen operational paradigm 122 consists on acquiring reference spectra that can be used to assess the spectral quality of the sample, and to 123 adjust the acquisition parameters to maximize the quality of the acquired spectra, while saving operation 124 time when the required spectral quality standards are met. 125
In Raman spectroscopy, there are many instrument-level parameters, especially related with the CCD 126 device, which can be configured to optimize the acquisition and the resulting acquired spectra, such as 127 gain, readout speed, or even its cooling temperature. Most of these parameters can be optimized for each 128 type of sample, to improve the performance of the instrument. However, it is totally impossible to 129 optimize all the parameters for each sample, given that the sample will not be known in advance and the 130
Raman scattering efficiency varies several orders of magnitude from one material to another, thus, a 131 thorough characterization of the instrument response is necessary to provide the overall best performance. 132
However, there are two operational-level parameters, integration time (t i ) and number of accumulations 133 (n a ), that can be easily modified without affecting the instrument performance, but modifying the total 134 operation time. However, several undesired effects such as fluorescence and cosmic rays can severely 135 modify the reference spectra, and thus impair the t i and n a calculation performance. So, these effects need 136 to be detected and avoided or minimized, when possible. 137
Taking into account these considerations, we have identified several issues that need to be addressed in 138 order to efficiently acquire Raman spectra. This paper covers all the issues below, proposing methods for 139 the RLS instrument to appropriately deal with them. As stated, RLS will perform the analysis based on 140 spectra acquired as reference, taking into account the following: 141
• Saturation avoidance: if spectra saturate, it can lead to errors in the operation flow. Thus, it is of 142 paramount importance that the spectra used for reference do not saturate. 143
• Fluorescence detection and removal: fluorescence effects are commonly found when analyzing 144
Raman spectra (though probably not as common in Mars, due to the general lack of organics). 145
Fluorescence can greatly reduce the SNR of the analyzed spectra. Given that fluorescence 146 background can decrease when the sample keeps illuminated with the laser, we propose a method 147 for automatically calculating the fluorescence quenching time based on the background 148 decreasing rate, saving a considerable amount of time. Fluorescence and saturation avoidance are 149 observed at the same time in the algorithm flowchart. • Acquisition parameters adjustment: the adjustment of the integration time and the number of 154 accumulations is performed based on the optimization of the overall operation time with a 155 spectral-quality-based method. 156
Taking into account the previous considerations, the general operational flow of the automated Raman 157 acquisition is defined (see Fig. 1 ). The details on each of the steps are developed in the following 158 sections. 159
Saturation avoidance

160
As stated, the operational flow of the RLS instrument will be based on acquiring reference spectra that 161 allow the instrument to take decisions based on the spectral characteristics of those spectra. However, it is 162 impossible to know in advance whether the samples will be good or bad Raman scatterers, or if the 163 sample will be fluorescent. Though we have defined a relatively short integration time for the reference 164 spectra (t iref = 1 second), it is still possible that a spectrum saturates in such a time. 165
In order to avoid this, our proposal is that the Raman instrument will check if the reference spectra are 166 saturated, and, in that case, will acquire new reference spectra with a shorter integration time, with a new 167 t iref reduced by an arbitrarily set reduction factor of 40%. 168
Fluorescence detection and removal
169
An effect of particular relevance for its influence on a Raman acquired spectrum is fluorescence. This is a 170 form of luminescence, which is the emission of light from any substance, occurring from electronically 171 excited states. As explained by literature, [40] "in excited singlet states, the electron in the excited orbital is 172 paired (by opposite spin) to the second electron in the ground-state orbital. Consequently, return to the 173 ground state is spin allowed and occurs rapidly by emission of a photon". In other words, fluorescence 174 occurs when the molecule is excited from the ground state to a discrete level of the electronic excited 175 state. Then the excited state molecule decays to the lowest energy level via radiationless transitions. As 176 molecules may drop down into any of several energy levels caused by deep traps on the material, the 177 emitted photons will have different energies, and thus frequencies. This causes the appearance of 178 radiation in different wavelengths, causing the baseline of the spectrum to grow. The lifetime of the 179 excited state in Raman is very short (~10 -12 to 10 -13 s), while those in fluorescence are much longer (~10 -7
180
to 10 -9 s).
[34] Thus, by using pulsed excitation sources it would be possible to reduce the fluorescence 181 levels by time-resolving the spectral acquisition. However, most of the Raman spectrometers (including 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 probabilities. This is known as photobleaching, an undesired effect when performing fluorescence 187 measurements.
[40] As a result, the fluorescence emission decays and eventually stabilizes after some time. 188 This means that the background level of consecutively acquired spectra decreases with time and then 189 stabilizes. [41] An example for talc is shown in Fig. 2A , and for several other materials in Ucanca volcano…) were analysed to validate the algorithm response with a wider set of samples. For 198 each of these samples, one second spectra were acquired with the RLS ExoMars simulator every two 199 seconds during a total operation time of 300 seconds, providing a total number of 150 spectra of each 200
material. 201
In general, the reduction of the background level of the samples implies an increase on the SNR of the 202 spectrum, as shown in Fig. 2B , where it can be seen that there is an inverse correlation between the SNR 203 value and the decreasing spectrum background level. [41] Thus, an algorithm for the detection and 204 quenching of fluorescence prior to the acquisition of Raman spectra is necessary to ensure the highest 205 possible quality of the spectra. Such an algorithm needs to deal with the problem that different materials 206 behave differently, so setting a general fluorescence reduction time independently of the sample is highly 207 inefficient. The algorithm should dynamically adapt to the sample under analysis. 208
Given the correlation existing between the SNR values and the background level of the spectrum, we 209 have developed a procedure which is focused on comparing the variation of the background of 210 consecutively acquired spectra until it is small enough or until an escape variable (total acquisition time or 211 maximum number of acquired spectra) is reached. Basing the decision on the background level instead of 212 the SNR value of the spectra highly reduces the operational complexity and resources, while increasing 213 this algorithm needs to be executed at the beginning of the adjustment of the acquisition parameters. 215
In order to characterize the decreasing rate for different samples, we calculated the integrated spectrum 216 area for all the spectra every 20 seconds. The background decrease rate (background level with respect to 217 the previous spectrum) is represented for several fluorescent materials in Fig. 2C , and shows a certain 218 convergence for all the samples. Thus, by using this parameter, it is possible to define a general 219 algorithm, as all the samples present a similar behavior with converging values. The proposed algorithm 220 will define a threshold for all the samples which provide a trade-off between time and background 221 decrease, and it will illuminate the sample until the threshold value is reached, when the background level 222 is considered to have reached an acceptable level. 223
It is important to note that, even if the threshold value is reached, this does not mean that the fluorescence 224 is totally removed. Instead, it means it is reducing at lower rates than the threshold rate. If the sample was 225 to be kept illuminated, the background would still be reduced. 226
Algorithm proposal 227
In order to have a functional algorithm, the total allocated time for the fluorescence quenching time needs 228 to be limited, so there are two possible options to develop the algorithm. The first approach is to keep the 229 sample illuminated during the total available time, while the second approach is to dynamically determine 230 the time depending on the sample. This second option seems to be more suitable, as it will allow saving 231 time and resources during the fluorescence reduction process that can be used for other tasks. 232
With this baseline, the basic operation of the algorithm consists in reducing fluorescence by comparing 233 the relative integrated area decrement per second [%/s] of consecutive spectra. If the difference falls 234 below a determined threshold, fluorescence is considered to have been removed to an acceptable level 235 (though maintaining longer quenching times will, in general, further reduce the background, at smaller 236 rates). The process also comes to an end if the total time allocated for this operation is reached. The 237 detailed flowchart is displayed in Fig. 2D . 238
In general, the proposed algorithm for the quenching of fluorescence is constrained by three parameters: 239 the maximum available time, the time elapsed between consecutive acquisitions, and the escape condition 240 (background decrement rate). For the RLS instrument, the maximum time is 600 seconds. The elapsed 241 time was empirically fixed to 20 seconds, and the escape condition fixed to a decreasing rate of 0.1%/s, 242 which is a value where results showed that time had to increase highly in order to obtain small SNR 243 improvements. 244 F o r P e e r R e v i e w
Validation for the RLS instrument 245
The algorithm was evaluated with a validation set of samples from Tenerife (Spain), which were 246 fluorescent samples in their majority. The aim was to assess the operational time that is saved by 247 adjusting the quenching times to the sample under analysis. A total of 420 different points were analyzed, 248 obtaining an average saved time of 147 seconds per point, in operations limited to 300 s. That is, our 249 implementation of the fluorescence quenching algorithm managed to reduce time consumption almost 250 50% with respect to applying the total allocated time. 251
The advantages of this are straightforward: a faster acquisition, thus, a lower power consumption, which 252 is of importance for a space mission, but also for any other Raman spectrometer. 253 254
Cosmic ray detection and removal 255
Cosmic rays and spikes in Raman spectra 256
Silicon detectors, including CCDs, are quite sensitive to high-energy radiation from local or 257 extraterrestrial sources. So-called cosmic rays can in fact be cosmic rays but may also be background 258 high-energy radiation from the lab or the CCD housing. Such events are generally infrequent but have 259 sufficient energy to generate many electrons in the Si substrate that are stored and analyzed as if they 260 were photoelectrons from Raman scattering. Furthermore, the incidence in Martian conditions is expected 261 to be about 50 times higher than on Earth. The result is a large signal in one or a few pixels, which 262 appears as a spike in the spectrum. An example of cosmic ray in a two dimensional image from a CCD 263 can be seen in Fig. 3A . Depending on the conversion from 2D to 1D (binning to linear spectrum), and the 264 cosmic ray incidence position, it is not uncommon to find spectral features of this kind on Raman spectra. 265 Fig. 3B shows an example, where it can be seen how the spike that falls in the light track on the CCD in 266 Fig. 3A is not removed by the binning process and appears in the linear spectrum. 267
In addition to positive spikes, CCDs often present fairly intense negative spikes that can be informally 268 referred to as "negative" cosmic rays. These spikes should also be detected and removed by an 269 autonomous Raman spectrometer, as they can affect following steps of the algorithms (e.g. the baseline 270 detection). 271
Literature proposes several approaches for the removal of cosmic rays.
[9,29,30,42,43] In summary, two 272 different paradigms can be used for their elimination: by filtering the spikes out, or by comparing several 273 same-condition acquired spectra. Assuming that detection based on multiple acquisitions performs better 274 F o r P e e r R e v i e w than filtering a single spectrum, [44] it was decided that a comparing paradigm for the definition of the 275 algorithm would suit better the requirements of the instrument. 276
Under this baseline, we have developed a Cosmic Ray removal algorithm that compares two spectra and 277 defines a threshold over which a point (positive or negative) is considered to be a spike. To provide a 278 more robust performance, our proposal dynamically calculates this threshold as a function of the spectral 279 noise. This algorithm not only allows detecting cosmic rays (positive peaks), but it also detects and 280 removes negative spikes. 281
Algorithm proposal 282
The basic operation of the proposed algorithm for the detection and removal of cosmic rays consists in 283 comparing two consecutively acquired spectra. To do so, both spectra are subtracted, and their difference 284 is compared to a threshold related to the spectral noise, as exemplified in Fig. 3C . The detailed flowchart 285 is displayed in Fig. 3D and F. 286
The algorithm uses two consecutively acquired spectra (e.g., the last spectra acquired during the 287 fluorescence reduction process with the reference acquisition time, or the two first spectra acquired with 288 the final integration time. It will be one or the other depending on the operation phase). These are 289 assumed to have almost similar characteristics, except for the random spectral noise. 290
The difference spectrum of these spectra is calculated and, based on it, a decision threshold is defined. 291
The following subsection will address some issues regarding the difference spectra calculation. Then, 292 once the decision threshold is calculated, it is used to detect spectral features on the difference spectrum 293 that are out of bounds, which would indicate the position of spikes or differences between the spectra. 294
Then, if any spectral feature on the difference spectrum is found above the threshold (or below, for 295 negative spikes), the values of the original spectra in those spectral positions are substituted by the 296 interpolated values between the limits of the peak. 297
To avoid hard-coded parameterization of the algorithm, the threshold is defined as a value proportional to 298 the standard deviation of the difference spectrum, i.e., proportional to the spectral noise: a·σ, where "a" is 299 a constant and σ the noise standard deviation. The values for the constant "a" can be adjusted for each 300 instrument taking into account the spectral characteristics of the instrument. For the RLS instrument, a 301 conservative value for "a" was 17.
[ 41] This value was obtained by analyzing the characteristics of many 302 spectra acquired with the RLS instrument. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 As explained, the final threshold for decision making is calculated based on the spectral characteristics of 305 the samples under analysis, using the difference of two consecutively acquired spectra (which will have 306 little or no differences). This is so In order to make the algorithm adaptive to the spectra under analysis, 307 and thus independent of hard-coded parameters as much as possible, 308
However, experimentally for some samples, two consecutively acquired spectra can present slightly 309 different baselines, especially when dealing with fluorescent samples (see example in Fig. 3E ). This can 310 falsely affect the noise value, leading to errors in the calculation that, in some cases, can be very 311
important. 312
To deal with this issue, an intermediate step is proposed before calculating the noise standard deviation, 313 which is to filter the spectrum to extract the "baseline" of the difference spectrum. By subtracting this 314 "baseline" to the spectrum, the difference spectrum is always centered around zero. 315
A very simple and functional approach is to apply a boxcar filter (moving average) with a window size of 316 around 13.5% of the number of points in the spectrum. For the RLS instrument (with a CCD size of 2048 317 pixels, this value was fixed to 151). This configuration of the filter is enough to remove most of the high-318 frequency variation of the difference spectrum, providing a good "baseline" of the difference spectrum. 319
By removing this curve, the difference spectrum is unbiased, providing much more accurate results. This 320 approach is therefore always included as a baseline for the noise calculation routine, as per the flowchart 321 in Fig. 3D and F. An example showing how this subroutine works is displayed in Fig. 3E . 322
Validation for the RLS instrument 323
Though originally this algorithm was intended for the detection of cosmic rays that saturated the CCD (or 324 that are many times higher than the spectral peaks), we applied the algorithm with the configuration 325 described above to the spectra from our RLS test database that presented non-saturating spikes, to test the 326 detection range of the algorithm. An example of the algorithm correctly detecting and removing relatively 327 small spikes can be seen in Fig. 3C . The results show that the most potentially dangerous spikes are 328
removed with this algorithm and the nominal threshold values (20% margin). 329
However, in some cases, the algorithm fails to properly remove some of the spikes. Fortunately, in all 330 cases, the spikes that escaped the threshold were below the signal value. In any case, it might be 331 interesting to include a final filtering stage (a moving average of a very small window, 3 pixels, for 332 example) to reduce the amplitude of the spikes without really affecting the spectrum. Large windows 333 might affect the behavior of the final t i calculation algorithm, so it is important to keep this filter size 334 small. The use of this post-processing stage would minimize greatly the risk of errors due to those for RLS we decided to use this kind of filter, any other type of filter might work, as long as it does not 337 filter the most relevant spectral features (peaks) of the spectra. 338 339
Adjustment of the acquisition parameters 340
The Raman scattering efficiency of the materials that a typical Raman spectrometer will analyze can 341 present differences of several orders of magnitude. Unhappily, the dynamic range of the spectrometers 342 cannot be used to compensate this scattering range without adjusting the acquisition parameters. There are 343 two key operational-level parameters that can be adjusted when performing Raman spectroscopy: the 344 integration time (t i ) and the Number of Accumulations (n a ). 345
Following, a study of the spectral quality of the acquired spectra as a function of these two parameters is 346
presented. This study is used to develop and propose an algorithm for the automated calculation of these 347 parameters, based on the spectral response of the sample under analysis. With this algorithm it will be 348 possible to optimize the acquired spectral quality, while reducing the total operation time. To do so, the 349 SNR of the spectrum is characterized as a function of n a , in such a way that it will be possible to 350 progressively reduce n a with higher SNR values. 351
Spectral SNR characterization as a function of t i & n a 352
SNR maximization as function of (ti, na) 353
The Raman acquisition process can be adjusted by modifying the integration time, t i , and the number of 354 accumulations, n a .These two parameters directly affect the total operation time, which is calculated as n a 355 * t i . In order to evaluate the spectral quality based on these parameters, several five-minute spectra were 356 acquired with different (t i , n a ) combinations, for three different materials with different scattering 357 efficiencies (calcite, silicon and gossan). For the three materials, the SNR of each spectrum was 358 calculated. To make the curves comparable in the same graph for all the samples (i.e., to compensate the 359 materials different efficiency), they were normalized and centered by subtracting their average and 360 dividing them by their standard deviation (this graph is represented in Fig. 4A ). The results show that, for 361 spectra acquired with equivalent total operation times (300 seconds), the SNR is higher for higher 362 integration times than for higher numbers of accumulations. One of the reasons is that for higher 363 integration times, the CCD needs to be read fewer times, highly reducing the contribution of the readout 364 noise to the spectrum SNR. The implication of this result is quite straightforward: any automation 365 algorithm will need to optimize t i first, and then n a , assuming a finite total operation time. 366 F o r P e e r R e v i e w
ti Characterization 367
It is well known that, in Raman spectroscopy, the higher the integration time, the higher the acquired 368 signal intensity and SNR. Furthermore, Raman emission is a scattering process which happens with 369 higher probability as a function of the excitation source flux of photons. Given that a CW laser provides a 370 constant flux of photons, it is expected that the number of Raman photons emitted by the sample and 371 received by the CCD will be constant per time unit. 372
The CCD response to light is quite linear when the saturation level is in the dynamic range of the CCD, as 373 the dark current levels are usually negligible (in the case of RLS, <10 electrons per pixel per second for 374 an inverted mode CCD). This is so, even experimentally, at the working temperature of the CCD installed 375 in the RLS breadboard system used during the spectra acquisition (this might be different if the CCD was 376 a non-inverted mode one). 377
On the other hand, the bias level of the CCD can influence the calculations if not taken into account, 378 especially for poor Raman scatterers. Thus, the intensity increase is constant with time when taking into 379 account the effect of the bias level. Fig. 4B presents the intensity at one pixel with respect to the 380 integration time. It can be seen that the linear adjustment provides an R-square value of 1. Of course, this 381 does not imply that the SNR also increases linearly. 382
However, given that the integration time needs to be calculated first for the automatic adjustment of the 383 parameters, as justified above, it is the intensity that will be parameterized with the algorithm, instead of 384 the SNR of the resulting spectra, relieving the processor from the extra computational load that would be 385 necessary to perform these calculations. The criterion chosen to define the integration time is to have the 386 spectral intensity cover 80% of the dynamic range of the CCD. 387
na characterization 388
As it is also well known, the accumulation of several consecutively acquired spectra reduces the noise of 389 the averaged spectrum. However, as shown above, the SNR increase associated with higher numbers of 390 accumulations is lower than the SNR increase provided by higher integration times. Nevertheless, once t i 391 has been calculated to cover 80% of the dynamic range of the CCD, the rest of the available operational 392 time can be used to acquire and average several spectra to increment the SNR. 393
In order to characterize the SNR increase with respect to the number of accumulations, several spectra of 394 silicon, calcite and gossan with several integration times were acquired and analysed. By accumulating 395 those spectra with different numbers of accumulations, and calculating their SNR, the SNR evolution 396 with respect to n a was obtained for different materials and integration times. Fig. 4C shows the curves, 397 normalized for representation purposes. As it can be seen, only up to 150 accumulations are represented 21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60   F  o  r  P  e  e  r  R  e  v  i  e  w for the t i = 1s spectra, while only 50 for the t i = 3s spectra, and so on. This is due to the fact that the total 399 operation time during the test was set for these samples to 300 seconds, and the fact that, to calculate the 400 SNR of a spectrum it is necessary to subtract two of them consecutively. Thus, it is only possible to have 401 50 accumulations of spectra with t i = 3s, 30 spectra for t i = 5s, 10 spectra for t i = 10s, and so on. 402
This representation shows that the SNR evolution is similar for different spectra, not only when 403 acquired with the same integration time, but also with different t i 's. Actually, the correlation value 404 between the curves is higher than 95%. 405
Given the similarity in the curves for spectra with different integration times, we used the average SNR 406 evolution for the t i = 1 s spectra to fit the SNR evolution to a power function. Fig. 4D represents this  407 curve, normalized to the SNR of a single (non-accumulated) spectrum. Thus, this figure represents the 408 factor by which the SNR gets multiplied when accumulating different numbers of spectra, or 409 alternatively, the SNR increment in parts per unit. It is interesting to see how the SNR evolution is 410
proportional to the square root of n a with an R-square value very close to 1. 411
Algorithm proposal 412
The optimal way to adjust the acquisition parameters is to calculate the final integration time first, and 413 then the number of accumulations, as a function of the available time. In addition, the proposed algorithm 414 progressively reduces the value of NA with increasing values of SNR (the higher SNR, the lower the 415 necessary n a ). This is done in order to save operational time when a minimum spectral quality is achieved. 416
Integration time calculation 417
In order to calculate the integration time, it is important to make sure that no pixel of the CCD saturates. 418
However, in order to avoid operational load, the calculation of the pixel of the CCD ROI (Region of 419 interest) that contains the spectrum maximum intensity will be decided based on the binned (1D) 420 spectrum that was used for the previous stages (fluorescence and cosmic ray detection). By using the 421 maximum position of this spectrum it is possible to locate the maximum intensity among all the pixels in 422 the corresponding column in the ROI. However, it is necessary to take into account the list of cosmic rays 423 removed from the 1D spectrum, as these will not be removed from the 2D spectrum. To solve this issue, 424 in case the maximum position coincides with a cosmic ray, the next maximum of the spectrum will be 425 used as the maximum intensity point. 426
The maximum intensity is the intensity obtained for the reference spectrum integration time (t i-ref = 1 427 second). In addition, in order to ensure the linearity of the signal increase with time, it is necessary to 428 subtract the bias level of the CCD, as shown in the following equation .  429 21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 F o r P e e r R e v i e w
The only other limitation for the RLS instrument is, assuming a total acquisition time of 5 to 10 minutes, 430 is the maximum integration time of Final t i ≤ 60 s. The reason to choose this value is that it is necessary 431 to acquire dark spectra of the same integration time. The longer t i , the higher the time spent without 432 acquiring "relevant" Raman signal. Fig. 5A shows the detailed flowchart for the calculation of the final 433 integration time. 434
Calculation of the Number of Accumulations 435
The calculation of the number of accumulations is based on the spectral quality of two reference spectra 436 acquired with the final t i . The reason to have two of them is to reject the possible cosmic rays or spikes 437 that can appear in the spectra, and that can hamper the automatic calculation of the SNR. The calculated 438 SNR value will be used to determine the spectral quality and the necessary n a to increment the SNR as in 439 Fig. 4D , to reach the minimum quality standards required by each specific application. Other parameters 440 that have to be adjusted to their corresponding application are the limits imposed by the operational 441 constraints, such as minimum and maximum number of accumulations, or maximum total operation time 442 (t i *n a ), which cannot be exceeded. In addition, limits for SNR and NA need to be established. For values 443 below a determined SNR, the maximum possible n a will be acquired. For values over the desired SNR 444 value, the minimum one will be acquired. 445
To define the minimum acceptable value of SNR, we performed a study on the baseline correction errors 446 by evaluating all the "false peaks" detected by the algorithm, and calculating their SNR. With this 447 calculation, for the RLS instrument, the minimum SNR value was set to SNR min = 30. The SNR value 448 that would be desirable for all the samples (target SNR, or SNR max ) is set to SNR max = 120, which is twice 449 the SNR obtained with RLS with a 10 minutes spectrum of gossan (t i =60s, n a =10), considered one of the 450 worst scatterers that is expected to be found on Mars. 451
Finally, the n a limits were set between 4 and 150 to ensure that at least some accumulations are performed 452 in each case, while providing margin enough to get to high numbers of accumulations: 453 n a min = 4 and n a max = 150. 454
Taking all these issues into consideration, the final calculated value of n a will be defined by the following 455 logic, which calculates values of n a both based on quality as well as on the available time. The most 456 restrictive is finally selected. 457 The general flowchart to calculate the number of accumulations is described in Fig. 5B . It is important to 465 note that the SNR value for this algorithm needs to be calculated as part of the algorithm. This paper does 466 not include the description of this calculation due to editorial constraints, but the proposal for the 467 automated calculation of the SNR for the RLS instrument can be found in the PhD Thesis by G. Reyes. [41] 469
Based on SNR: 458
Validation for the RLS instrument 470
The intent of dynamically adjusting the acquisition parameters is to save operation time when the spectral 471 quality is above a determined threshold. For the development and validation of this algorithm, we used a 472 spectral database including the following samples: silicon, calcite, vermiculite, gypsum, alunite, basalt, 473 dolomite, hematite (two different types), clay, jarosite, chert, a mixture of clay and sand, quartz and 474 gossan. All these samples were analyzed with the parameters calculated by the algorithm, and the SNRs 475 of the final spectra were calculated. 476
The results showed that acquisition time is saved by adjusting the parameters. In average, the algorithm 477 saved 334 seconds per sample, while ensuring SNR values equal or higher to the expected ones (with an 478 average SNR surplus of 20), and which is in most cases higher than the desired SNR value (120). 479 samples. As it can be seen, the correlation is quite linear, with a slope higher than 1, which implies that 481 the calculated final SNR is in general higher than the expected one (explaining the average SNR surplus 482 explained above). The fact that the final SNR is higher than the expected ensures the robustness of the 483 algorithm, which guarantees a minimum level of quality, as long as there are time resources available. 484
The proposed algorithm for the automated calculation of the acquisition parameters onboard the RLS has 485
shown an important potential reduction of the operation time, without compromising the quality standards 486 of the acquired spectra. At RLS level, the remainder of the time could be used to acquire more samples at and cosmic ray detection and removal, and for the automatic calculation of the optimal acquisition 495 parameters, which will be done based on the quality of spectra of reference. 496
The fluorescence reduction algorithm is one of the most important algorithms to apply in order to save 497 operational time, as it will allow reducing the quenching time as a function of the sample response (based 498 on the background decreasing rate per second). This is very important as the allocated time for 499 fluorescence is relatively high, while not all samples to be analyzed will be fluorescent. Thus, the 500 implemented approach has been designed in order to not have a considerable impact on the operation time 501
for non-fluorescent samples. The algorithm limits the time consumption for quenching when the samples 502 are not fluorescent. 503
The basic operation of the acquisition parameters adjustment is based on the calculation of spectral 504 parameters from reference spectra acquired prior to the final acquisition. These parameters (e.g. the 505 spectral quality) will be used by the algorithms to take decisions on the final acquisition parameters. Thus, 506 spurious peaks or spikes such as cosmic rays might be critical for the correct functioning of the 507 algorithms. In order to minimize the effect of this kind of effects, a dedicated algorithm was implemented 508 for the detection and removal of spikes. This algorithm was based on comparing two spectra and 509 detecting all differential spectral features between them. As a result, many of the spurious detected during 510 our tests were corrected, improving the end-to-end behavior of the system. 511
Finally, the adjustment of the integration time and number of accumulations is based on adjusting t i to fill 512 80% of the dynamic range of the CCD, while the number of accumulations is decided based on the 513 spectral characteristics of the reference spectra (the higher the SNR, the lower the necessary number of 514
accumulations). 515
The definition of any algorithm needs to follow the same development structure: problem description and 516 characterization, algorithm proposal, parameterization (optimization) and validation. For this work, each 517 Simulator, in order to be implemented onboard the RLS instrument. 519
Even if this suite of algorithms has been proposed in the framework of the development of the RLS 520 instrument, it could in principle be applied for any Raman system that needs to adjust the acquisition to 521 the sample under analysis, and to optimize the operational resources and time of any Raman spectrometer. 522
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